
FLASH
summer stroller

MANUAL INSTRUCTION



SAFETY REQUIREMENT

1. The stroller may turn over if something is hanged on the handle or put on the canopy!

2. Stroller should always be used under the supervision of an adult!

3. Do not allow children to suspend him/herself or play in the stroller!

4. Do not allow children to stand in the stroller!

5. Use brakes if you do not hold the stroller with hand!

6. Use the brakes when placing the child in a wheelchair! 

7. Do not use the stroller on uneven surfaces near fire or other dangerous places! 

8. Do not use the stroller on stairs and escalators! 

9. Do not allow your child to stand on the seat and foot rest!

10. Do not use accessories not approved by the manufacturer!

11. Adjustment of the backrest should be performed only by an adult!

12. Do not leave the stroller on hills or inclined surfaces even if you have activated the brake systems!

13. Do not leave the child unattended!

14. Please, use the brake systems even when you not using the stroller to avoid emergency.

15. Always use the safety belt systems!

16. Oil wheels and metal parts regularly to make sure the stroller works well.

17. Do not let your child play with stroller parts in order to avoid injury!

18. Always dry and air the stroller if it has got wet.

19. Any additional load or incorrect operation may cause damage or incident.

20. The person assembling the stroller must be acquainted with the functionality of the stroller.

21. Be very careful on the streets.  Always fold the stroller before going upstairs or downstairs.

22. Do not use functions or ways of exploitation not mentioned in this instruction!

23. The height of carried child should not exceed 96 cm.

24. Do not use inappropriate accessories with the stroller.

25. The stroller is designed to bear total load up to 15 kg.

26. The storage basket bear load up to 2 kg.

27. This stroller can be used only for 1 child.

28.  This stroller is suitable for children up to 3 years old.

29. The summer basket is not suitable for children under 6 months.

BEFORE USE CAREFULLY READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS AND 

KEEP THEM FOR FURTHER REFERENCE. FAILURE TO OBSERVE 

THESE INSTRUCTIONS MAY AFFECT THE SAFETY OF YOUR 

CHILD!

EN



WARNING

WARNING!  It may be dangerous to leave your child unattended!

WARNING!  Ensure that all locking devices are engaged before use!

WARNING!  Do not add a mattress thicker than 10 mm!

WARNING! Start to use safety belts as soon as your child is capable to sit without assistance!

WARNING! Any load attached to the handle affects the  stability of the pram/pushchair!

WARNING!  Check that the pram body or seat unit attachment devices are correctly engaged 
before use! 

WARNING! Newborn child is not able to sit and hold his head up unassisted. Therefore, do not fix 
the backrest in sitting position! Lower it to maximum lying down!

! Always use safety belts when the child is in the stroller! Always use the crotch belt in 
combination with the waist belt! To prevent injury from a fall or a slip off  always use the shoulder 
straps!  

WARNING! Regularly check for loose parts!

WARNING!  When you adjust the cart, beware the child is not close to moving parts of the stroller.

!  This vehicle is designed for children from 6 months and weight up to 15 kg!

WARNING! This seat is not suitable for children under 6 months!

WARNING! This product is not suitable for running or skating!
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WARNING  

 

WARNING

MAINTENANCE AND CARE

1. To clean the metal parts use damp cloth and then dry them.
2. To clean the plastic parts use cloth, water and soft detergent.
3. To clean the woven fabric use upholstery cleaner.
4. Any additional load affects stroller's stability!
5. When storing never place other items on or in the stroller. This will damage it!
6. Oil caster bolts and wheels regularly.
7. Check for damaged parts regularly and replace immediately!

PARTS

1.                   - 1 pc.
2. Summer Basket                                                  - 1 pc.                                                                                                 
3. Front Wheels                                                    - 2 pcs.
4. Rear Wheels                                                     - 2 pcs.
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UNFOLDING

1. Folded stroller. (picture 1)
2. Release the transport lock. (picture 2)
3. Push the metal pipes of the front legs of the stroller from the metal pipes of the handles of the 
stroller. (picture 3)
4. Step on the metal element (1) until “click” sound is heard. (picture 4)
5. Step on the metal axle of the brakes of the rear wheels. (picture 5)
6. Correctly unfolded stroller should look as the same way shown in picture 6.

ASSEMBLING

INSTALLATION/UNINSTALLATION OF THE FRONT WHEELS

1. Insert the plastic element of the front wheel into the plastic element of the pipe on the front part of 
the stroller until “click” sound is heard. (picture 7) Repeat the same operation for the other wheel.
2. To remove the front wheel press the button (1) and pull the wheel out. (picture 8) Repeat the same 
operation for the other wheel.

USAGE

USING THE SAFETY BELT

When using a summer basket MUST use the safety belts to protect your child.
1. To lock the safety belt insert the plastic elements (1) into the central buckle (2).
2. To unlock the safety belt press both plastic elements (3) and pull them out (4). (picture 9)

USING THE BRAKES

1. To activate the brakes of the rear wheels press the levers on it down. (picture 10) 
2. To deactivate the brakes lift the levers up. (picture 11)

1. Activate the brakes of the rear wheels.
2. Fix the front wheels to move only forward.
3. Release the metal plate (1) and lift the folding mechanism (2) up. (picture 14)
4. Fold the handles to each other. (picture 15)
5. Fold the handles together with front pipes to each other. (picture 16)
6. Put the transport lock. (picture 17)
7. Correctly folded stroller should look as the same way shown in picture 18.

FOLDING

FIXING THE FRONT WHEELS TO MOVE ONLY FORWARD

1. To fix the front wheels to move only forward lift the levers on them up. (picture 12) 
2. To release the front wheels to turn in any directions press the levers down. (picture 13)
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